Measuring guided waves in long bones: modeling and experiments in free and immersed plates.
Guided waves, consistent with the A0 Lamb mode, have previously been observed in bone phantoms and human long bones. Reported velocity measurements relied on line fitting of the observed wave fronts. Such an approach has limited ability to assess dispersion and is affected by interference by other wave modes. For a more robust identification of modes and determination of phase velocities, signal processing techniques using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) were investigated. The limitations of FFT because of spatial resolution were addressed to improve the precision of the measured modes. An inversion scheme was developed for determining the plate thickness from the measured velocity. Experiments were performed on free and immersed plates, mimicking bone without and with an overlying tissue. With group velocity filtering, modes could be identified reliably with precise phase velocities and thicknesses. These methods were essential for the immersed plates and they should lead to more reliable in vivo measurements.